
HERO CYCLE EXPLANATION

The Heroâ€™s Journey is a narrative pattern identified by Joseph Campbell, most notably outlined in his book The Hero
with a Thousand Faces. Christopher Vogler has simplified this pattern in his The Writers Journey: Mythic Structure for
Writers. In its basic form, The Heroâ€™s.

There must be a sense that all hope is lost. Everything that happened prior to this stage culminates in a
crowning test for the Hero, as the Dark Side gets one last chance to triumph over the Hero. Call to Adventure.
This is the center point of the journey. Embracing the unknown means letting go of safety. The protagonist
faces a problem and tries to overcome it. Life returns to normal for our Hero. In essence, it taps into our innate
human desire to become better versions of ourselves. Call to Adventure: The hero is faced with something that
makes him begin his adventure. Whatever the mentor provides the Hero with it serves to dispel his doubts and
fears and give him the strength and courage to begin his quest. Additionally, Campbell's ideas regarding the
hero's journey have been applied by professionals such as Chris Vogler in the creation of Disney classics.
Stage 1 represents our comfort zone. The Story Structure Template is designed to help you create and develop
your story and its structure. Examples might be multiplied, ad infinitum , from every corner of the world.
Joseph Campbell was a curious mythologist. We feel safe here because it is known to us. Continuing with our
Ender's Game example, Ender experiences true resurrection when he discovers a dormant bugger's egg and
sets out to transport it to a new home planet, also writing a book in the alien race's defense. Tensions are those
opposing forces at play within us. The Hero needs to find out who can be trusted and who can't. Because of
our fear of the unknown, many of us refuse the call to adventure. The original departure into the land of trials
represented only the beginning of the long and really perilous path of initiatory conquests and moments of
illumination. In any case, this final sequence reaffirms the necessity of the hero's journey, showcasing how
their journey has not only improved their heart but the lives of those in their known world. Facing The Great
Ordeal. Ordeal The Supreme Ordeal may be a dangerous physical test or a deep inner crisis that the Hero must
face in order to survive or for the world in which the Hero lives to continue to exist. The hero's journey can be
found in all genres of literature including mystery, science fiction, thriller, romance and historical fiction. The
adventure may begin as a mere blunder The individual, through prolonged psychological disciplines, gives up
completely all attachment to his personal limitations, idiosyncrasies, hopes and fears, no longer resists the
self-annihilation that is prerequisite to rebirth in the realization of truth, and so becomes ripe, at last, for the
great at-one-ment. This stage is all about the approach to it. He is no longer an innocent child or adolescent
seeking excitement or adventure. The hero must deal with whatever issues were left unresolved at this stage of
the journey. This is where he starts testing his courage and abilities by overcoming obstacles. Act 3: Synthesis.
There is no refusal of the call in this story. Some of the greatest chase scenes in movie history come after the
Hero takes their reward and flees the Special World as fast as they can. The hero is tested in battle, skill, and
conflict. He pushes through it until he glimpses hope ahead while running up the museum steps. Obstacles are
thrown across his path; whether they be physical hurdles or people bent on thwarting his progress, the Hero
must overcome each challenge he is presented with on the journey towards his ultimate goal. The main
character in the monomyth is the hero. Meeting with the Mentor: The hero encounters someone who can give
him advice and ready him for the journey ahead. Basically, humans from every corner of the earth had been
using these basic story elements to communicate with each other for thousands of years. But the Hero's
journey is not yet over and he may still need one last push back into the Ordinary World. Something remains
amiss. As the Hero approaches the cave he must make final preparations before taking that final leap into the
great unknown.


